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In the past few decades, immunotherapy has emerged as one of the most promising
strategies among current treatments of cancer. In particular, the field of PD1/PD-L1
inhibitors has been boosted, widely applied into clinical practice with potent therapeutic
efficacy and remarkable survival benefits on various cancers such as melanoma, non-
small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), and urothelial carcinoma (UC). However, the application of
PD1/PD-L1 blockade therapy is still quite restricted because of unexpected toxicities,
limited response rate, as well as associated resistance. In consequence, searching for
potential strategies that possibly resolve the existing limitations and enhance the
therapeutic responsiveness of PD1/PD-L1 blockade is of great significance.
Fortunately, the gut microbiome has been demonstrated to serve as a pivotal regulator
in anti-PD1/PD-L1 therapy, providing an applicable tool to improve anti-PD1/PD-L1
clinical efficacy. In this review, we summarized published advancements about how
microbiota modulated in anti-PD1/PD-L1 therapy and illustrated its underlying
mechanisms, giving insights into putative manipulation of gut microbiota to facilitate
PD1/PD-L1 blockade.
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INTRODUCTION

Cancer is a multistep disorder that arises through a combination of genetic and epigenetic
alterations, which ultimately facilitate malignant transformation and cell immortality (1).
According to the estimation of Disability-Adjusted Life Years (DALYs), malignancies possess the
most considerable global burden amongst all human diseases, which are estimated to become the
leading cause of mortality by the end of 2060 (1, 2). To date, surgery, chemotherapy, and
radiotherapy remain the mainstream for standard cancer strategies; however, risks for post-
therapeutic side effects, including accidental infection, immunity suppression, and multi-drug
resistance (MDR) still exist when applying these current methods (3–5). Therefore, concerning the
undesirable reactions of conventional cures, the focus has been shifted to more precisely targeted
cancer immunotherapies, with the hope to elude the above by-effects, emerging as one of the
standard anti-tumor therapies in clinical fields (6, 7).
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In terms of immunotherapies, immune checkpoint inhibitors
(ICIs) are regarded as one of the most crucial counterparts in
treating a number of advanced cancers, especially for the
application of programmed cell death 1 (PD1) and
programmed cell death 1 ligand 1 (PD-L1) inhibitors (3, 6, 8).
The monoclonal antibodies against PD1 and PD-L1 specifically
target and block these two immunoregulatory sites, largely
unleashing the immunotolerance and strengthening the
antitumor immunity via impeding the inhibitory signaling
pathways, derepressing the co-stimulatory signals, and
accelerating T cell re-activation. So far, PD1/PD-L1
monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) have achieved encouraging
results in a series of clinical trials (3, 4, 6, 8–11). In particular,
atezolizumab (anti-PD-L1 mAb), nivolumab(anti-PD1 mAb),
and pembrolizumab (anti-PD1 mAb) have already been
approved with durable clinical response and prolonged overall
survival (OS), reaching clinics for the treatment of melanoma,
non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), and renal cell carcinoma
(RCC) (6, 12). Despite these advancements, the usage of ICIs still
faces great challenges, including unexpected adverse effects,
slow-onset time as well as the limited responsive ratio (4, 7,
13). Therefore, there is an urgent need to uncover reasons for
underlying unresponsiveness and accurately target the putative
benefiters of PD1/PD-L1 blockade among overall patients.
Fortunately, a growing number of studies have evidenced that
the gut microbiome could contribute significantly to enhancing
anti-PD1/PD-L1 therapeutic responses (14–16).

The gut microbiome refers to the diverse species of nearly
1014 microorganisms that inhabit along the intestinal lumen,
including bacteria, fungi, viruses, protozoa, and archaea (17, 18).
Over recent years, accumulating evidence has highlighted that
the gut microbes have actively involved in the initiation,
progression, as well as treatment of a variety of diseases such
as diabetes, inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), and even cancers
(19). Furthermore, it was also emphasized that the gut flora
probably function in the modulation of PD1/PD-L1 blockade
through bacteria translocation or sending bacteria-derived
molecules to enhance antigenicity and endeavor anti-tumor
immune response, which was proved by evidence that certain
microbiota types were explicitly found to be enriched in ICI
effective patients while some corresponded with the non-
responsiveness of PD1/PD-L1 blockade (20–24). In this case,
we would discuss the role of the gut microbiome in anti-PD1/
PD-L1 therapy and its putative mechanisms, manipulation
strategies as well as the prospect of clinical application in
this review.

HARNESS THE POWER OF HOST
IMMUNE SYSTEM TO COMBAT CANCER:
PD1/PD-L1 BLOCKADE IN
IMMUNOTHERAPY

As a multifactorial disease, cancer is the result of genetic
susceptibility and oncogenic stimulants (25). In spite of
progressive understanding of cancer etiology and bioactivities,
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 2
surgery, chemotherapy, and radiotherapy still comprise the
standard treatments in a majority of invading tumors (26).
Nevertheless, unprecise target selectivity and treatment-
induced toxicities remain the two most critical issues of these
traditional therapeutic methods (25). Notably, in the past few
decades, the idea to harness the power of the immune system and
revive the compromised anti-cancer immunosurveillance has
come into sight, pushing forward the development of cancer
immunotherapy. A variety of approaches were included in the
field of immunotherapies, ranging from active stimulation
(reactivate the immune effectors) to passive ones (counteract
the inhibitory cellular mechanisms), with PD1/PD-L1 inhibitors
becoming one of the most applied therapy in treating various
solid and hematologic tumors (3, 4).

PD1/PD-L1 inhibitors are monoclonal antibodies that
specifically block membrane receptors that are involved in the
immunosuppressive signaling pathway, thus unleashing the
immune tolerance of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs)
within the tumor microenvironment (TME) and invigorating
endogenous antitumor response to tumor lesions (27). PD1 is a
co-inhibitory receptor predominantly expressed on several
immune cells, including activated T cells, B cells, natural killer
(NK) cells, and dendritic cells (DCs) (28, 29). During T cell
activation, the PD1 expression is provoked by the cytokines (IL-
2,7,15,21) after the antigen-specific engagement of T cell receptors
(TCR) with major histocompatibility complex (MHC), essentially
prohibiting the hyperactivation of self-reactive T cells. In general,
there are two corresponding ligands for PD1, named PD-L1 and
PD-L2; both are continuously expressed by antigen-presenting cells
(APCs) to sustain immune tolerance and refrain from excessive
autoimmunity and improper peripheral damage (30, 31). The exact
role of PD-L2 in cancer immunity is yet unstated. However, the
peripheral binding of PD1/PD-L1 is responsible for the resistance
of cytotoxic T-lymphocytes (CTLs) mediated cytolysis as well as
Fas-induced cellular apoptosis (32–36). Within the TME, the
release of IFN-g and stimulation of oncogenic drivers could
provoke PD-L1 overexpression on tumor cells through inhibiting
PI3K-AKT and Ras-Raf-MEK-ERK mediated pathways (37).
Therefore, the subsequent binding of PD1 to PD-L1 serves as a
brake for T cell activation in the tumor bed, driving T cell
exhaustion, apoptosis, and neutralization processes, thus leading
to tumor cell survival and unlimited proliferation (38). Notably,
PD1/PD-L1 blockers has also achieved significant clinical efficacy
against treating various solid and hematologic malignancies.
Correspondingly, there are several clinically available PD1/PD-L1
inhibitors approved by FDA for cancer treatment ranging from
melanoma to NSCLC, including but not restricted to
pembrolizumab, nivolumab, atezolizumab, and avelumab. More
importantly, during early phase II trials, the single agent alone
yielded encouraging clinical results (39). The atezolizumab alone
met its expected endpoint with prominent survival benefits and
adequate safety profiles compared to applying chemotherapeutic
docetaxel (40). In addition, the anti-PD1 nivolumab, which was
designated as the frontline pharmaceutics for melanoma treatment,
showed favorable clinical responses with durable sustaining effects
and low relapse rate compared to conventional chemotherapies
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(41). Combinatorial therapy of anti-CTLA-4 and anti-PD-L1
blockade displayed more evident tumor regression in
approximately 50% of patients with advanced melanoma, in
some cases, more than 80% of total patients were presented with
disease remission and long-term free survival (42, 43).

Though PD1/PD-L1 blockade has displayed significant
clinical results, it also accompanies a spectrum of toxic events
(44). Especially with anti-PD1/PD-L1 therapy, immune-related
adverse events (irAEs) are the most frequently occurring types
(44–46). IrAEs in PD1/PD-L1 inhibition commonly present with
general systemic toxicity such as fatigue, headache, fever, nausea,
diarrhea, rash, pruritus, etc. (47). It could also manifest with
specific organ destruction, with the skin, thyroid gland, pituitary
gland, liver, lung, and GI tract being the most susceptible sites
(44, 45). In short, these all underline the necessity of
multidisciplinary collaboration and consensus monitoring of
irAEs. Interestingly, in recent years, mounting evidence has
proposed that microbiota could mitigate the PD1/PD-L1
related toxicities to some extent, further indicating its potential
role in modulating the effectiveness and prognosis of anti-PD1/
PD-L1 therapy.
THE INTERPLAY BETWEEN GUT
MICROBIOME AND HOST IMMUNITY

The symbionts residing in the gastrointestinal tract contribute
significantly to sustaining the homeostasis and overall health of
the host. As a pivotal regulator of the digestive system, gut
commensals actively participate in the digestion of nutrients,
fermentation of dietary fibers, synthesis of necessary vitamins as
well as competition for pathogenic invasion, thus maintaining
the stability of the gut microenvironment (48). Consequently,
disruption of the balance of microbial configuration may result
in the break out of numerous diseases, even cancer (27, 48). In
particular, specific bacteria species are proved to involve in the
oncogenic process to favor tumor immortality. For instance,
enterotoxigenic Bacteroides fragilis facilitates colorectal cancer
progression by generating metalloproteinase, an enzyme that
specifically ruins the integrity of the gut mucosal barrier, which
in turn increases the exposure risks for pathogens and establishes
an immunodeficient gut microenvironment (48). Apart from
driving oncogenicity, the intestinal flora is also estimated to
influence host immunity multifacetedly. Recently, it has been
recognized that gut dysbiosis is intimately associated with the
initiation of various immunological disorders such as IBD, celiac
disease, rheumatoid arthritis, type-1 diabetes as well as asthma
(19). Notably, the gut microbiota is believed to hold complicated
crosstalk with the host immune system both locally and
systemically, which also hints at its therapeutic effect in
manipulating the immunological responses of PD1/PD-L1
blockade (18, 49–53).

The gut microbiota primarily regulates the local host
immunity by establishing the competent mucosal immune
system, which is referred to as the “second” immune system
with unique structures and independent features (54). The
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 3
physical epithelial barrier is covered with a thick layer of
mucus, which is comprised of mucus proteins produced by
goblet cells, mucins enriched with antimicrobial peptides as
well as immunoglobulin A secreted by B cells (49). The
defense of the mucus layer could protect the internal intestinal
wall from bacterial adhesion, invasion, and colonization (54). In
addition, the gut-associated lymphoid tissues residing in the
lamina propria are also crucial counterparts in the mucosal
immune system, consisting of groups of histological lymphoid
tissues (Peyer’s patches, lymphoid follicles, and mesenteric
lymph nodes) and dispersing lymphocytes (DCs, T cells, and B
cells, etc.) (54). Generally, the gut microbiota executes its
modulatory role in the local gut immunity through the
following three manners: (1) regulate the regional B cell
function via promoting IgA secretion (55), (2) moderate the
differentiation of Th17 cells and Treg cells to organize the
balance between inflammatory response and immune tolerance
(56), (3) modify the function of gd intraepithelial cell for invasive
signal detection (57). In short, the gut microbiome could
mobilize the mucosal effector cells and promote the secretion
of associated immunomodulatory factors, thus actively
participating in the regeneration and maintenance of the
mucosal immune system.

Nonetheless, the effect of microbiota is not only limited to
completing the localized immunity of the gut but also comes into
play at distant sites to influence the overall immune tone (18, 49).
Systemically, the gut microbiota has been validated to produce
and release microbiota-derived molecular substances into blood
circulation to influence the immune responses of distant tissues
and organs, managing the development and mobilization of
systemic immune cells (DC priming, lymphocyte homing,
recirculation, and cross-reactivation) and recognizing signals
from Toll-like receptors, thus altering the immune response of
extraintestinal diseases (18, 49, 54). In brief, the colonization of
gut bacteria is indispensable during the maturation of the host
immune system, playing an essential part in maintaining
intestinal mucosal homeostasis via protecting the integrity of
the intestinal barrier and shaping a competent immune system
through the systemic mobilization of immune effectors.
GUT MICROBIOTA MODULATES THE
EFFICACY OF ANTI-PD1/PD-L1
IMMUNOTHERAPY

Unlike other cancer therapies, PD1/PD-L1 inhibitory
immunotherapy mainly functions via specifically occluding the
immunoinhibitory PD1 or PD-L1 sites, thus boosting the
endogenous host immunity. Considering the previous work of
the synergistic effects of Bacteroides fragilis on CTLA-4 blockers, it
is also estimated that the therapeutic outcome of anti-PD1/PD-L1
therapy could also be drastically influenced by microbiota, which
has been verified in both preclinical and clinical studies (Table 1).

The immunomodulatory role of gut microbiota in PD1/PD-
L1 inhibiting therapy was firstly investigated in preclinical
murine models. Back in 2015, Sivan et al. explored the
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stimulatory role of Bifidobacterium (including Bifidobacterium
breve, Bifidobacterium longum, and Bifidobacterium adolescentis)
in assisting the anti-tumor response elicited by anti-PD-L1 mAbs
(20). The abundance of Bifidobacterium was proved to
sufficiently reinforce the cytotoxic T cell response and impede
the tumor growth in melanoma-bearing mice primarily via
enhancing DCs function (20). As Sivan et al. stated, the
enrichment of Bifidobacterium in responders was validated to
upregulate the gene expression in DCs, increase cytokine
production, drive DCs maturation and enhance CD8+ T cells
priming and accumulation in the TME. Meanwhile, the
threshold for DC activation declines while IFN-g production
and TILs proliferation increase, allowing for mobilized antigen-
presenting ability, upregulated circulating lymphocytes
recruitment, and robust effector cell priming, together resulting
in immune potentiation and tumor regression (Figure 1A)
(20, 59).

Furthermore, four other clinical analogous studies of the
human microbiome in advanced tumor patients to identify the
immunoregulatory role of specific bacteria genres in PD1/PD-L1
blockade were carried out in the following years. In the study of
Routy et al., the antibiotic intervention was explored and believed
to largely perturb the anti-PD-L1 therapeutic efficacy caused by
gut dysbiosis, contributing to the subsequential relapse and
shortened survival rate in NSCLC and RCC patients (22).
However, the specific enrichment of Akkermansia muciniphila
extracted in responders could essentially reverse this
disadvantageous circumstance, bringing in overt effector T cell
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 4
action. A. muciniphila is estimated to promote tumor-killing
activity in an IL-12 dependent manner mediated via DCs
motivation. Moreover, exposure to A. muciniphila is correlated
with enhanced trafficking of CC-chemokine receptor 9 (CCR9)-
expressing T helper cells into mesenteric lymph nodes, following
the accumulation of CD4+ CXCR3+ T cells into tumor-draining
lymph nodes, finally leading to enhanced cytotoxic T cell
response as well as reduced regulatory T cell ratio in the TME
(Figure 1B) (20, 60). In consistent with the above study,
concerning the melanoma patient cohort, Matson et al.
revealed that the enrichment of Bifidobacterium longum,
Enterococcus faecium, and Collinsella aerofaciens was positively
correlated with augmented systemic T cell response, optimized
tumor control, and improved immune-potentiating effect of
anti-PD1 (Figure 1A) (58). On the contrary, Gopalakrishnan
et al. reported significant divergence in the multiplicity and
composition of the gut microbes in responders, with
Clostridiales/Ruminococcaceae/Faecalibacterium being the most
colonized strains. The collection of Faecalibacterium spp.
enriched in the responders of anti-PD1 treatment was in
positive correlation with extended progression-free survival
(PFS), in parallel with increased frequency of circulating CD4+

and CD8+ T cells and stabilized cytokine action in peripheral
blood; whereas Bacteroides enriched in the non-responders failed
to do so, increasing the recurrence risks instead (Figure 1C) (21).
Conversely, the immunosuppressive circulatory cells such as
regulatory T cells (Tregs) and myeloid-derived suppressor cells
(MDSCs) were observed to be relatively reduced to some extent
TABLE 1 | Regulatory role of gut microbiota in anti-PD1/PD-L1 therapy.

Bacteria Applied anti-
PD1/PD-L1

immunotherapy

Preclinical and
clinical cohort

Modulatory effects on
anti-PD1/PD-L1 therapeutic

responses

Possible Mechanisms of
Associated Microbiota

References

Bifidobacterium spp. Anti-PD-L1
blockade

Mice model
bearing melanoma

a). Anti-tumor effects, preventing
tumor growth and expansion

b). Synergistic role with anti-PD-L1
therapy

a). Inducing DCs maturation and
activation

b). Increasing accumulation of CD8+

T cells in tumor beds

Sivan et al. (20)

Akkermansia muciniphila Anti-PD1
blockade

a). GF or ATB
treated mice

b). Patients with
advanced
NSCLC,
RCC, or UC

a). Potent clinical response in
responders receiving anti-PD1
therapy but not in non-
responders

b). Facilitating anti-PD1 therapy

a). Motivating DCs, promoting IL-12
production

b). Recruitment of CD4+ CCR9+ T
cells and CD4+ CXCR3+ T cells
into TME, reducing Tregs ratio

Routy et al. (22)

Bifidobacterium longum,
Enterococcus faecium, and
Collinsella aerofaciens

Anti-PD1
blockade

Metastatic
melanoma patients

a). Improving the tumor control in
responders

b). Enhanced efficacy of anti-PD1
blockade

a). Enhanced DCs function and
greater Th1 cell responses

b). Decreased Tregs in the
periphery

Matson et al.
(58)

Ruminococcaceae/
Faecalibacterium/
Clostridiales

Anti-PD1
blockade

Advanced
melanoma patients

a). Responders present with
boosted anti-tumor immunity

b). Enhanced anti-PD1 therapeutic
responses in responders

a). Elevating the level of effector
CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in
peripheral blood and tumor bed

b). Decreasing the number of Tregs
and MDSCs

Gopalakrishnan
et al. (21)

Alistipes putredinis,
Bifidobacterium longum, and
Prevotella copri

Anti-PD1
blockade

Chinese NSCLC
patients

a). Higher microbiome diversity
correspond with prolonged PFS
in patients

b). Synergistic function in anti-PD1
therapy

a). Increasing the aggregation of
tumor infiltrating CD8+ T cells in
the TME

b). Promoting memory T cell and
NK cell function

Jin et al. (23)
February 2022 | Volume 12
PD1, programmed cell death 1; PD-L1, programmed cell death 1 ligand 1; GF, germ-free; ATB, antibiotics; NSCLC, non-small-cell lung cancer; RCC, renal cell carcinoma; UC, urothelial
carcinoma; PFS, progression-free survival; DCs, dendritic cells; TME, tumor microenvironment; Tregs, regulatory T cells; MDSCs, myeloid-derived suppressor cells; NK cell, natural killer cell.
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(Figure 1C) (21, 59). Besides, in terms of the cohort of Chinese
NSCLC patients, Jin et al. investigated the interrelationship
between the gut microbiota configuration and anti-PD1
blockade efficacy, illustrating another distinct bacterial make-
up in well responders, consisting of Alistipes putredinis,
Bifidobacterium longum, and Prevotella copri (Figure 1A) (23).

Presumably, specific bacteria translocation and bacteria-
derived metabolites are considered as other putative
mechanisms to facilitate anti-PD1/PD-L1 therapy (20, 24, 61).
Despite that direct bacteria translocation was not evidently
marked during PD1/PD-L1 targeting therapy, it might also
facilitate anti-PD1/PD-L1 response due to the amelioration of
peripheral immune tolerance (62). Gaining access to the
mesenteric lymph nodes, spleen, and tumor lesions crossing
the impaired gut barrier, translocated bacteria promote the
differentiation of Th1 cells in secondary immune organs in the
periphery, later unleashing immunosuppression and activating
lymphocytes recirculation to facilitate PD1 blockade in tumor
beds (Figure 1D) (63, 64). Besides, microbial metabolites could
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 5
also act as immunomodulators, with short-chain fatty acid
(SCFA) being one of the most investigative bioactive
byproducts (61). Primarily, SCFA could be utilized by
intestinal epithelial cells as a source of energy; in turn, these
metabolites also exert a broad range of effects on host immunity,
mainly mediating in the processes of cytokine production,
antigen-presenting activities, and Treg differentiation,
eventually affecting the anti-PD1/PD-L1 efficacy (Figure 1D)
(65). Moreover, Geller et al. reported that viable bacteria were
found to colonize in human pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma,
suggesting that tumor microbiota might exert molecular mimicry
on tumor cells and influence the PD1/PD-L1 blockade outcomes
as well (not confirmed yet) (66). Nevertheless, evidence
regarding this theory is inconsistent among studies, which
requires validating experiments to further confirm its
contribution towards augmented immunostimulatory
effects (67).

Excitingly, apart from directly affecting ICI outcome,
divergence in the microbial composition may also provide
FIGURE 1 | Putative mechanisms concerning the role of the gut microbiome in anti-PD1/PD-L1 immunotherapy. (A) In preclinical murine models, the abundance of
Bifidobacterium spp./Enterococcus faecium etc. was shown to increase the cytotoxic T cell function in cancerous sites to facilitate tumor killing. (B) The enrichment of
Akkermansiacea muciniphila in anti-PD-L1 responders is correlated with enhanced dendritic cells (DCs) activation, thus provoking IL-12 secretion, promoting the trafficking of
CD4+ CCR9+ memory T cell and CD4+ CXCR3+ T cells from mesentery lymph nodes (mLNs) to tumor draining lymph nodes (dLNs), ultimately enhancing anti-tumor effect by
motivating effector T cells. (C) Ruminococcaceae/Clostridales/Feacalibacterium in the GI tract mediate in anti-tumor effect via enhancing the ratio of CD4+ and CD8+ T cell ratio
while downregulating the activity of regulatory T cells and myeloid derived suppressor cells (MDSCs). (D) Bacteria themselves and associated metabolites are also potential
regulators in anti-PD1/PD-L1 therapy, primarily via driving Th1 cell differentiation peripherally, potentiating DCs function as well as diminishing circulating regulatory T cells (Tregs),
thus ameliorating immunosuppression and reinforcing immune activation.
February 2022 | Volume 12 | Article 847350
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clinical value for assessing the ICI-derived toxicity scores.
Evidence from both preclinical and clinical studies has
characterized the contribution of gut microbes on regulating
the occurrence of ICI-derived adverse effects. Considering that
anti-CTLA-4-treated melanoma patients rich in Bacteroidetes
harness a lower risk for colitis mediated by the Tregs
differentiation process, efforts to explore whether the anti-PD1/
PD-L1 related toxicity could also be ameliorated in a bacteria-
dependent manner are currently on the way (68). Based on the
available literature, bacteria belonging to the Ruminococaceae
family were identified to optimize both response and irAEs
towards ICI therapy (69). In addition, although Bacteriodales
represented a typical sign of non-responders, increased
colonization of this genre was found to correlated with a lower
frequency of ICI-induced autoimmune disease (69, 70).
CHALLENGES, CLINICAL APPLICATION,
AND POSSIBLE STRATEGIES OF GUT
MICROBIOTA APPLIED IN PD1/PD-L1
BLOCKADE

Applying Fecal Microbiota Transplantation
in Anti-PD1/PD-L1 Therapy
Aiming to achieve an enhanced therapeutic efficacy and abrogate
the treatment-associated adverse events of PD1/PD-L1 blockade,
several pilot interventional strategies are currently underway to
probe into the feasibility in manipulating gut microbes in cancer
patients based on prior microbiota modulatory experience
applied in other disorders. Among all, fecal microbiota
transplantation (FMT) is now one of the most well-established
pathways in modifying gut microbiota composition (71).

FMT is defined as transferring the gut microbiome from the
donor entirely contained in stool suspension to the recipient,
aiming to recover the microbial ecosystem in non-responsive
patients (72). Nevertheless, FMT was not commonly applied
until it was first reported to successfully treat Clostridium difficile
infection (CDI) in 1982 (73). Nowadays, FMT has been approved
into standard guidelines for recurrent CDI treatment, with its
effectiveness approaching over 90% (74). Moreover, it has been
pointed out that FMT could also boost therapeutic efficacy in
other intestinal-dysbiotic-derived diseases such as IBD, which
has aroused interest in the potential of applying FMT in cancer
management, especially for overcoming ICI-resistant cancers as
well as ameliorating ICI-associated toxicities (72, 75, 76). For
instance, FMT was proved to re-establish the microbial diversity
both preclinically and clinically, presumably via preventing
hepatic necrosis progression and ameliorating cognitive
function to improve hepatic encephalopathy status (77).
Besides, FMT from healthy individuals could also significantly
relieve radiotherapy-induced enteritis in irradiated mice by
reorganizing the microbial ecosystem, thus improving the
overall survival status (78). More importantly, concerning the
previous supportive role of FMT in the ICI-nonresponsive
cohort (79), FMT may represent a promising approach to
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 6
facilitate ICI therapy. Baruch et al. investigated the safety and
efficacy of introducing FMT in ten melanoma patients who
suffered from PD1-refractory metastases when re-applying
anti-PD1 therapy. Three out of ten displayed clinical
responses, with two presented with a complete response and
one partial response, potentially mediated through gene
expression profile shifting and immune cell mobilization in
both intestinal mucosa and TME (80). Meanwhile, Davar et al.
claimed that patients carrying PD1-resistant melanoma could
benefit from a combinatory approach of FMT and anti-PD1
therapy primarily through modulating microbiota composition
and reprogramming the immune tone (81). Furthermore, FMT is
also believed to abrogate immunotherapy-related toxicities. For
example, supplementation of a cocktail of “beneficial bacteria”
including Bacteroidales and Burkholderiales via FMT has been
reported to relieve the ICI-induced colitis in antibiotic-exposed
mice (82). Taken all, more ongoing clinical trials incorporating
modulation of microbiota via FMT in cancer therapies are now
in their infant stage, though several clinical tests have exhibited
much exc i t ement (NCT04130763 , NCT04056026 ,
NCT03341143, etc.) (83).

Despite all these hopes, the usage of FMT is still confined with
several limitations. Firstly, transferring fecal content from donor
to recipient may pose great risks for infection, even causing death
(75). Although FMT is proposed to lessen ICI-induced toxicities
with fewer side effects, the minimal sample size and insufficient
mechanistic explanation appeal for further validation (84).
Moreover, FMT is clouded by uncertainties concerning the
undefined boundary of beneficial bacteria (24). When
performing FMT, disease-promoting bacteria and antimicrobial
pathogens could also be accidentally transmitted to the recipient,
leading to unanticipated secondary effects such as obesity and
carcinogenesis (24, 85). As such, extensive microbial screening
regardless of bacteria, viruses, and parasites before conducting
FMT would help to reduce the risks. Moreover, optimal donor
choosing and proper sequencing, cultivating, and encapsulating
skills for biologically activated commensals are also noteworthy
taking into account. Also, a series of inclusion criteria should be
considered, including but not limited to safety, standardized
delivery methods, optimal FMT regimens, desired FMT
duration, and basal host immunity variations (71). Hence,
further microbial profiling of the donors and recipients as well
as clearly illustrated mechanistic insights are crucial to achieving
the maximal clinical value of FMT (85, 86).

Administration of Probiotics as a Potential
Tool in PD1/PD-L1 Blockade
There are also growing numbers of trials investigating the
feasibility of oral administration of live bacteria consortia or
putative beneficial commensals encapsulated inside the pills in
the form of probiotics (87). In general, probiotics refer to groups
of bacteria that benefit human health when ingested in sufficient
amounts, with the advantage of simplicity, portability, and
applicability. First hypothesized by Élie Metchnikoff in the
early 1900s, probiotics were aimed to replace the harmful
bacteria with beneficial ones, thus modulating gut microbial
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constitution and reversing immunosuppressive tone (88, 89).
Basically, probiotics could exert beneficial effects via the
following mechanisms: (1) confer colonization resistance
against pathogenic bacterial strains via competing for nutrients
and adhesion with pathogens, (2) stabilize the overall mucosal
immunomodulation, (3) protect the integrity of the mucosal
barrier via producing antimicrobial factors such as defensins and
bacteriocins, (4) target and degrade gut toxins in the colon
(90, 91).

Nevertheless, probiotics have been proposed to prevent and
treat several diseases, their application in therapy still lacks
consensus clarity. Early pre-clinical studies revealed the
supportive role of administering probiotic mixture VSL#3 in
mice undergoing chemotherapy, which showed substantial
effectiveness in ameliorating irinotecan-induced diarrhea and
weight loss (92). Furthermore, A. muciniphila administration
was proved to boost the therapeutic effects in antibiotic-exposed
mice receiving anti-PD1 therapy, and Bifidobacterium
supplement largely reversed the anti-PD-L1 resistant status in
melanoma-bearing mice, indicating its potential role in assisting
PD1/PD-L1 blockade efficacy (20, 22). Recently, Tanoue et al.
isolated 11 commensal strains that were capable of motivating
IFN-g producing T cells from the gut of germ-free mice, which
were rarely found in human intestines. Feeding and recolonizing
these strains significantly boosted anti-PD1 and anti-CTLA-4
therapeutic responses in tumor-bearing mice, indicating their
synergistic role in assisting ICI therapy (93). Moreover, several
pioneer trials applying probiotics for treating malignancies have
been planned and implemented in action. For example, in trial
NCT03817125, the orally delivered probiotics (SER-401) are
supplied along with PD1 blockade therapy to metastatic
melanoma patients, focusing on the clinical efficacy, potential
toxicity, overall safety, host immune response alterations, as well
as microbiota compositional change (71). A processing trial
incorporates a diverse range of cancer patients, including
melanoma, NSCLC, RCC, and bladder cancer candidates,
employing defined bacteria strains (MRx0518) together with
regular anti-PD1 ICI therapy, expecting to observe clinical
efficacy (71). Another phase I trial aims to evaluate the effect
of the probiotic Clostridium butyricum CBM588 strain in
combination with nivolumab and ipilimumab in treating
patients with kidney cancer (NCT03829111) (94).

Nonetheless, those probiotics that are deemed to be applied as
dietary supplements are not strictly granted by the FDA review
process before going into the market. In other words, less-
regulated consumables lack definite scientific evidence, further
indicating that their impact on gut flora and overall health may
be pretty confined (95). Moreover, conflicting results also exist
concerning its role in immunotherapy. In the study of Suez et al.,
providing an 11-strain probiotic cocktail resulted in delayed
reconstitution of indigenous microbial flora instead of
synergistic effect. In contrast, the application of FMT
successfully reversed the dysbiotic state in the antibiotic-
treated human cohort (96). What’s more, opportunistic
probiotic translocation may appear in the circumstance of
immunocompromised patients with a deficient and damaged
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intestinal barrier, which could pose risks for localized and
systemic infectious complications, finally leading to bacteremia,
endocarditis, pneumonia, and even death (89).
The Potential Role of Diet and Prebiotics
in Anti-PD1/PD-L1 Immunotherapy
As noted above, on the one hand, gut microbiota plays a key role
in food digestion and nutrients absorption during dietary intake;
on the other hand, profound changes in dietary consumption, in
turn, leads to the microbiome compositional differentiation as
well as their transcriptomics and metabolomic profile alterations
to meet the energy needs (71, 87). Evidence has claimed that
certain bacteria and associated metabolites displayed distinct
responses in reply to particular nutrient intake and
immunological stimulations, offering preliminary diet
manipulation strategies to regulate commensal microbial
diversity and strengthen host immunity (71, 87, 89). In
particular, prebiotics was defined firstly by Gibson and
Roberfroid in 1995 as non-viable food components (mainly
represented as fibers) that benefit overall health by synergizing
the expansion of beneficial bacteria (24). Additionally, other
substances, such as poly-unsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) and
polyphenols, have also been proposed to possess prebiotic
potential. Although prebiotics could promote the proliferation
of specific beneficial bacteria consortiums, their effectiveness is
largely dependent on the residual commensals inside the host;
therefore, it is suggested to be used in the form of symbiotics
(89). In general, prebiotics function in the intestines mainly in
four ways, including stimulating the growth and enrichment of
specific probiotics to combat pathogens and modulate immune
response (97), directly interacting with pathogens to prevent the
colonization and adhesion of pathogens (98), being selectively
fermented by colonized probiotics to produce bioactive
postbiotics (e.g., SCFA) (99), being absorbed into intestinal
cells to alter the gene expression profiles and enhance IFN-g
and IL-10 production in CD4+ T cells (100).

Meanwhile, intense dietary changes could result in the
outgrowth of therapeutic-favorable bacteria, further modifying
outcomes of ICI therapies (87). According to David et al., it was
demonstrated that a tendency towards high fat, low fiber-based
diet would negatively impact the variety of the bacteria
community, with a significant reduction in the number of F.
prausnitzii that facilitate the metabolism of dietary plant
polysaccharides found in the fecal samples of healthy
individuals (101). In addition, RamirezFarias et al. claimed that
the plant polysaccharide inulin was positively correlated with the
selection of beneficial bacteria Faecalibacterium and
Bifidobacterium species, the two taxa that were recently
indicated to be responsible for enhanced responsiveness to
PD1/PD-L1 blockade therapy (102). Apart from that, most
research also described a cancer-preventing role of prebiotics
primarily via assisting in chemotherapy and reducing associated
toxicities. Taper et al. observed a potentiated drug efficacy and
improved toxicity tolerance in liver tumor-bearing mice treated
with six chemotherapeutics (5-FU, doxorubicin, vincristine,
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CTX, MTX, cytarabine) together with inulin or oligofructose
instead of treating with chemotherapy alone (103).

Tentative clinical trials on dietary manipulation towards
cancer patients are currently underway. A trial termed “BE
GONE” trial (NCT02843425) has already begun to investigate
the dietary alterations in cancer cohorts, with the intervention of
adding another half cup of beans per day into their daily diet,
indeed, measuring the shifts in gut commensals and inferring
possible effect on their routine therapies (49). Notably, the
divergence in host genetic background may plausibly explain
the different outcomes concerning prebiotic administration
(beneficial or detrimental), further supporting the necessity of
designing specific prebiotic regimens based on the
interindividual variabi l i ty in response to prebiotic
administration (89). Although these studies stay at their initial
stage, both are expected to provide valuable results on how
dietary and lifestyle intervention would impact the gut microbial
composition, immunological interaction, disease progression as
well as the overall outcome of malignancies (49).

Directly Using Postbiotics as a Potential
Regulator in PD1/PD-L1 Blockade
Not restricted to ingestion of viable bacteria in the form of
probiotics, the soluble byproducts and metabolites generated
from microorganisms also exert bioactive roles on the host’s
overall health, known as postbiotics (89). The most
representative example would be SCFA, which is routinely
produced during carbohydrate fermentation. For certain
probiotic strains, it is hypothesized that the culture
supernatants themselves are capable of displaying bioactive
effects in place of administrating live bacteria, postulating that
postbiotics, in some circumstances, may overcome the limitation
of microbes and serve as a safer and more cost-effective option
compared to probiotic intervention in anti-PD1/PD-L1 therapy
(104, 105).

Up to now, the putative mechanisms underlying the bioactive
role of postbiotics are clearly illustrated. For one thing,
postbiotics are expected to alleviate colonic inflammation and
preserve the gut barrier integrity. For instance, Lactobacillus
rhamnosus GG derived protein, named p40, is believed to
block cytokine-driven apoptosis of epithelial cells to restore the
gut barrier function, thus mitigating intestinal injury and
initiating protective immune responses (89, 105, 106). For
another, selective postbiotics, such as ferrichrome extracted
from Lactobacillus casei ATCC334 supernatant, could also
exhibit potential tumoricidal effects via activating apoptotic-
associated signaling axis in colorectal cancer cells (89).
Additionally, postbiotics have been shown to facilitate
anticancer therapeutic response as well. Lactobacillus
plantarum supernatant was reported to potentiate the
cytotoxicity of 5-FU activity on colonic cancer cells in vitro,
primarily through inducing apoptosis, shortening survival rate,
and prohibiting the stemness features of cancer cells (107).
Moreover, supernatants from E. coli Nissle 1917 and L.
fermentum BR11 were also illustrated to decrease the
occurrence of 5-FU-induced mucositis (108).
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Furthermore, it is challenging to isolate and match
corresponding molecules that specifically contribute to the
therapeutic effects due to their complex diversity and
substantial metabolites mixture among bacteria. Although the
investigation in the postbiotics has been a rapidly developing but
relatively uncharted field, more safety and application profiles
need to be claimed in clinical settings as this area is becoming
more and more understood and matured (89).
CONCLUSIONS

Cancer is growing as one of the most significant burdens in
modern society. Whereas conventional therapies display
multiple defects, PD1/PD-L1 blockade immunotherapy seems
like a promising choice with favorable clinical efficacy and
relatively mild adverse effects. Excitingly, it is suggested that
microbiota could serve as a critical determinant in PD1/PD-L1
therapy and alter the therapeutic response as well as treatment-
associated toxicity, which ultimately alters the overall outcomes
of patients. Fortunately, the flexibility and modifiability features
of gut microbes provide chances for clinical application as a
potential modality facilitating cancer management. However,
this field is relatively young, and there still remains a great deal
of ambiguities and doubts to be solved. As studies reported the
positive correlation between the enrichment of favorable bacteria
and optimistic anti-PD1/PD-L1 response, the underlying
processes of immunomodulation of these species need to be
further clarified. While the intestinal bacterial mapping in the
responders evidently differs from the non-responders, whether
the microbiota composition could be regarded as a biomarker in
predicting the consequence and prognosis of the ICI therapy
requires validation in the subsequent prospective studies. Despite
the existing discrepancies among studies, standardization should
be reached regarding the methodology of fecal sample collection,
DNA extraction, sequencing method, as well as isolated
individual confounding variables for further investigation.
Also, larger cohorts should be incorporated to discover
potential markers for response evaluation. In addition, the
interplay between microbiota and other immuno-oncology
modalities other than PD1/PD-L1 inhibitors such as cancer
vaccine, T cell-targeted therapy, and oncolytic virus therapy
needs more investigation, which may help to illustrate whether
the presence of beneficial consortium is applicable and
overlapping in a broad spectrum of immunotherapy. Besides,
hiding intrinsic microbial signals from fungi and viruses should
also be explored. Furthermore, possible transmission modalities,
including FMT, probiotics, diet, prebiotics, and postbiotics, are
discussed herein to investigate the putative manipulation
methods of gut microbiota. The choice of the most optimal
delivery method with prolonged duration remains to be
confirmed with additional tests; at the same time, its safety,
effectiveness, and flexibility should also be comprehensively
evaluated as well, thus making the most of the gut microbiota
in PD1/PD-L1 blockade.
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FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

So far, preclinical evidence has encouraged applying microbial
manipulation as a therapeutic strategy to potentiate immune
responses, and this approach is currently being tested in
ongoing trials with considerable progress. Of note, the
application of personalized microbiome therapy may be a
promising clinical orientation to favor anti-PD1/PD-L1
blockade (89). In particular, the main point is to figure out the
prerequisite for effective intervention. Since not all subjects
respond equally to gut microbiota modulation, it highly
depends on the baseline characteristics, including overall
immune status, genetic background, gut barrier integrity, and
microbial diversity. Consequently, the scheme of microbiota
manipulation could be designed to fit the personalized
microbial spectrum of particular patients. All in all, the ultimate
goal of utilizing the microbiome is to both assist in anti-PD1/PD-
L1 therapy and to reduce the risks for related toxicities. Thus, it is
expected that microbiota intervention may become one of the
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 9
following milestones for personalized and precise therapies for
cancer treatment.
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